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Unwrapping Your Passion
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins crafts an unforgettable story
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about a sleepy Southern town, two fiercely independent women, and a truly
magical friendship. Sarah Dove is no ordinary bookworm. To her, books have
always been more than just objects: they live, they breathe, and sometimes they
even speak. When Sarah grows up to become the librarian in her quaint Southern
town of Dove Pond, her gift helps place every book in the hands of the perfect
reader. Recently, however, the books have been whispering about something out
of the ordinary: the arrival of a displaced city girl named Grace Wheeler. If the
books are right, Grace could be the savior that Dove Pond desperately needs. The
problem is, Grace wants little to do with the town or its quirky residents—Sarah
chief among them. It takes a bit of urging, and the help of an especially wise book,
but Grace ultimately embraces the challenge to rescue her charmed new
community. In her quest, she discovers the tantalizing promise of new love, the
deep strength that comes from having a true friend, and the power of finding just
the right book. “A mesmerizing fusion of the mystical and the everyday” (Susan
Andersen, New York Times bestselling author), The Book Charmer is a
heartwarming story about the magic of books that feels more than a little magical
itself. Prepare to fall under its spell.

The Shattering
What if you could reboot your health, tap into your creative self, reclaim your wild
nature, lead from your heart—and still feel well rested? As modern women, we’re
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taught that we can do it all, have it all, and be it all. While this freedom is beautiful,
it’s also exhausting. Being a “worn-out woman” is now so common that we think
feeling tired all the time is normal. According to Karen Brody, feeling this
exhausted is not normal—and it’s holding us back. In Daring to Rest, Brody comes
to the rescue with a 40-day program to help you reclaim rest and access your most
powerful, authentic self through yoga nidra, a meditative practice that guides you
into one of the deepest states of relaxation imaginable. It’s time to lie down and
begin the journey to waking up Though it comes from the yogic tradition, yoga
nidra doesn’t look like a typical yoga class—the entire practice is done lying down.
As you listen to a guided meditation, you’re gently taken into complete inner
stillness, effortlessly releasing into a healing state that works on both cellular and
subtle body levels. With Daring to Rest, Brody presents a comprehensive yoga
nidra program that unfolds in three phases: rest for physical exhaustion, release
for mental and emotional exhaustion, and rise for tuning in to the “life purpose
exhaustion” that can come when we’re not in our full power. Each phase includes a
downloadable yoga nidra guided meditation and supportive practices. “By directly
accessing your subconscious mind, yoga nidra helps shift the long-held patterns
that prevent you from stepping fully into your purpose and power,” writes Brody.
“Now is the time to break the cycle of fatigue and return to your truest self—the
woman you are when you’re not constantly exhausted.”

Primary Education
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"You're Ellie Spencer." I opened my mouth, just as he added, "And your eyes are
opening." Seventeen-year-old Ellie Spencer is just like any other teenager at her
boarding school. She hangs out with her best friend Kevin, she obsesses over Mark,
a cute and mysterious bad boy, and her biggest worry is her paper deadline. But
then everything changes. The news headlines are all abuzz about a local string of
serial killings that all share the same morbid trademark: the victims were
discovered with their eyes missing. Then a beautiful yet eerie woman enters Ellie's
circle of friends and develops an unhealthy fascination with Kevin, and a crazed old
man grabs Ellie in a public square and shoves a tattered Bible into her hands,
exclaiming, "You need it. It will save your soul." Soon, Ellie finds herself plunged
into a haunting world of vengeful fairies, Maori mythology, romance, betrayal, and
an epic battle for immortality.

LIFE
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic magazine that chronicled the 20th
Century. It now lives on at LIFE.com, the largest, most amazing collection of
professional photography on the internet. Users can browse, search and view
photos of today’s people and events. They have free access to share, print and
post images for personal use.
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Guardian of the Dead
Saints were not simply superstar Christians with otherworldly piety. When we take
a closer look at the lives of these spiritual heavyweights, we learn that they're not
all that different from you and me. With humor and vulnerability, Karen Marsh
introduces us afresh to twenty-five brothers and sisters who challenge and inspire
us with their honest faith.

Take Four
To so many, waking up to the same old life is a constant reality. Its time to unwrap
the passion within and throw aside cautionisms, because Unwrapping Your Passion
shakes up the status quo of aging and redefines the barometer of living a
passionate life. Karen Putz provides the clues to finding passion and the necessary
steps to take to manifest the life many so desire.

Writing to Wake the Soul
The record of each copyright registration listed in the Catalog includes a
description of the work copyrighted and data relating to the copyright claim (the
name of the copyright claimant as given in the application for registration, the
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copyright date, the copyright registration number, etc.).

Word Analogies--Flying High Literacy Center
Sometimes I Wake Up Grumpy-- and Sometimes I Let Him Sleep
No Sleep for the Sheep!
Millions died after the first contact. An alien weapon holds the key to
redemption—or annihilation. Experience Karen Osborne's unforgettable science
fiction debut, Architects of Memory. SyFY Wire SFF Reads to pick up in September
Terminally ill salvage pilot Ash Jackson lost everything in the war with the alien Vai,
but she'll be damned if she loses her future. Her plan: to buy, beg, or lie her way
out of corporate indenture and find a cure. When her crew salvages a genocidal
weapon from a ravaged starship above a dead colony, Ash uncovers a conspiracy
of corporate intrigue and betrayal that threatens to turn her into a living weapon.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Karen's Wish (Baby-Sitters Little Sister Super Special #1)
My name is Tegan Oglietti, and on the last day of my first lifetime, I was so, so
happy. Sixteen-year-old Tegan is just like every other girl living in 2027--she's
happiest when playing the guitar, she's falling in love for the first time, and she's
joining her friends to protest the wrongs of the world: environmental collapse,
social discrimination, and political injustice. But on what should have been the best
day of Tegan's life, she dies--and wakes up a hundred years in the future, locked in
a government facility with no idea what happened. Tegan is the first government
guinea pig to be cryonically frozen and successfully revived, which makes her an
instant celebrity--even though all she wants to do is try to rebuild some semblance
of a normal life. But the future isn't all she hoped it would be, and when appalling
secrets come to light, Tegan must make a choice: Does she keep her head down
and survive, or fight for a better future? Award-winning author Karen Healey has
created a haunting, cautionary tale of an inspiring protagonist living in a not-sodistant future that could easily be our own.

Before I Wake
Grasping at Eternity
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Play was performed by Aboriginal cast at 1982 Festival of Perth.

The Book Charmer
A little ghost tries to give Lydia Lou a scare . . . but he can't even wake her up. So
he fetches his noisy animal friends to help! Mew! Moo! Too-whit too-whoo! Wake
up do, Lydia Lou! Will anything ever wake her? A gentle and playful bedtime read
from Julia Donaldson, the author of The Gruffalo,, and prize-winning illustrator
Karen George. Wake Up Do, Lydia Lou! is full of fun sounds which children will love
to join in with time and time again.

Inferences--Puzzling Islands Literacy Center
Filmmakers Keith and Dayne finally ink a deal with a top young actor, but when the
actor takes a public fall that threatens his reputation, the producers must act as
missionaries to save the film, their families, and the young star.

A Dee Henderson 3-in-1 Collection: The Witness / Before I Wake
/ Kidnapped
It's 2127, and the future is at stake . . . Abdi Taalib thought he was moving to
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Australia for a music scholarship. But after meeting the beautiful and brazen Tegan
Oglietti, his world was turned upside down. Tegan's no ordinary girl - she died in
2027, only to be frozen and brought back to life in Abdi's time, 100 years later.
Now, all they want is for things to return to normal (or as normal as they can be),
but the government has other ideas. Especially since the two just spilled the
secrets behind Australia's cryonics project to the world. On the run, Abdi and
Tegan have no idea who they can trust - and, when they uncover startling new
details about the program, they realize that thousands of lives may be in their
hands. Karen Healey offers a suspenseful, page-turning companion to When We
Wake that will keep readers on the edge of their seats and make them call into
question their own ideas about morality -- and mortality, too.

Plural Endings--Birthday Parties Literacy Center
Young children think of ways to share things, rather than keeping them all to
themselves.

Vintage Saints and Sinners
This Collection bundles 3 of Dee Henderson’s popular romantic suspense novels
into one e-book for a great value! The Witness Police Chief Luke Granger's witness
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to a murder, Amy Griffin, has been on the run for years. Her family thinks she was
murdered eight years ago, but Amy chose to accept a life in the shadows in order
to protect her sisters' lives. Now unveiled secrets about their father have thrust the
sisters into the public spotlight. The man who wants Amy dead now sees her
sisters as the way to locate her. Luke and two of his homicide detectives are
determined to stand in the way. They are each falling in love with a different sister,
and it's become a personal mission to keep them safe. But chances are that at
least one of them will fail, and facing the future will take a faith deeper than any of
them currently knows. Before I Wake The sheriff of Justice, Illinois, is hunting a
killer. Women visiting town are being murdered, tourists in nice hotels, money still
in their billfolds, jewelry still on the dresser. Quiet kills—they go to sleep and never
awaken. The sheriff is not pleased to find the new detective in town, Rae Gabriella,
working the case on behalf of one of the families. She's staying in the same hotel
as one of the victims—and her looks suggest she could be the next victim.
Kidnapped Someone snatched his cousin's wife and son. FBI agent Luke Falcon is
searching for a kidnapper and sorting out the crime. He's afraid it's the work of a
stalker. He's afraid they're already dead. And he'll do anything required to get
them back alive . . . but he didn't plan on falling in love with the only witness. This
stand-alone title is a repackage of True Courage, the fourth book in the Uncommon
Heroes series.

Multisyllabic Words--Word Search Literacy Center
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ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: THE WASHINGTON POST - NPR - GOOD
HOUSEKEEPING - FRESH AIR - THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS - LIT HUB - KIRKUS
REVIEWS - LIBRARY JOURNAL - THE NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY Karen Russell's
comedic genius and mesmerizing talent for creating outlandish predicaments that
uncannily mirror our inner lives is on full display in these eight exuberant,
arrestingly vivid, unforgettable stories. In "Bog Girl," a young man falls in love with
a two-thousand-year-old girl that he's extracted from a mass of peat in a Northern
European bog. In "The Prospectors," two opportunistic young women fleeing the
Great Depression strike out for new territory, and find themselves fighting for their
lives. And in the brilliant, hilarious title story, a new mother desperate to ensure
her infant's safety strikes a diabolical deal, agreeing to breastfeed the devil in
exchange for his protection. The landscape in which these stories unfold is a feral,
slippery, purgatorial space, bracketed by the void--yet within it Russell captures
the exquisite beauty and tenderness of ordinary life. Orange World is a miracle of
storytelling from a true modern master.

The dreamers
This easy-to-use, research-based literacy center focuses on the five areas of
reading. The center contains differentiated activities to meet the needs of all
learners, recommended children's literature, and a letter to build a school-home
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The Age of Miracles
Catalog of Copyright Entries, Third Series
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Karen Kingsbury comes a classic story
about second chances, featuring the beloved Baxter family and a young father who
finds his whole world turned upside down on the eve of his divorce. What if you
could see into the future and know what will happen tomorrow, if you really walk
out that door today. Pay attention. Life is not a dress rehearsal. From their first
meeting, to their stunning engagement and lavish wedding, to their happily-everafter, Noah and Emily Carter seemed meant to be. They have a special kind of
love—and they want the world to know. More than a million adoring fans have
followed their lives on Instagram since the day Noah publicly proposed to Emily.
But behind the carefully staged photos and encouraging posts, their life is anything
but a fairytale, and Noah’s obsession with social media has ruined everything.
Distraught, Emily reaches out to her friend Kari Baxter Taylor and tells her the
truth: Noah and Emily have decided to call it quits. He is leaving in the morning.
But when Noah wakes the next day, everything is different. Emily is gone and the
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kids are years older. Like Scrooge in A Christmas Carol, bizarre and strange events
continue throughout the night so that Noah is certain he’s twenty years older, and
he is desperate for a second chance. Now it would take a miracle to return to
yesterday. When We Were Young is a rare and beautiful love story that takes place
in a single day. It’s about knowing what tomorrow will bring if you really walk out
that door today—and the gift of being able to choose differently.

When We Were Young
They say there are three sides to every story. Yours, mine and the truth. In Before I
Wake, debut novelist Robert J. Wiersema cleverly introduces a multitude of voices
to tell this astonishing story of loss, redemption and forgiveness. And the truth?
Well, when miracles start happening around Sherry Barrett, a three-year-old girl in
a coma, explanations of a rational kind no longer seem important. Injured by a hitand-run driver while crossing the street, Sherry Barrett lies in a hospital where her
doctors say she will never wake up. Her distraught parents, Karen and Simon,
make the painful decision to take her off life support. But when they do, Sherry
spontaneously begins breathing on her own, the first of many miraculous events to
occur. Henry Denton, the driver who struck Sherry, is haunted by the accident and
attempts to take his own life, only to be saved by an unexplained force. Sherry’s
nurse discovers that the little girl has the power to heal. When word of her gift
leaks, the sick begin lining up to be saved and a mysterious stranger sets his sights
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on vanquishing the believers and the Barretts. Before I Wake delicately brings
together grandiose leaps of faith with the fragility of every day moments. There’s a
fly-on-the-wall quality in Wiersema’s observations, as his realistically flawed
characters struggle with guilt, self-loathing and belief while they go about their
daily lives. The novel’s fractured narrative style is propulsive and unexpected at
every turn, and succeeds in raising questions about times of great faith, and what
happens when they happen to the most unlikely of people. “I believe in miracles —
we see them around us all the time,” Wiersema says. “I believe in not having the
answers, in there being forces beyond our understanding.” From the Hardcover
edition.

Justice for Bonnie
Undertaker Nina Sherwood is full of good advice. For example, never wear lip gloss
when you’re scattering ashes.

Homophones--Hockey Tricks Literacy Center
Catalog of Copyright Entries
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Karen lives next door to an old lady named Mrs. Porter. Mrs. Porter wears long
black robes and has wild grey hair. Her black cat is named Midnight. No wonder
Karen thinks Mrs. Porter is a witch! Mrs. Porter is having a meeting at her house.
Karen is sure the meeting is for witches. Are the witches going to cast a spell on
Karen? Or will she be brave enough to send them away - once and for all?

When We Wake
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Evil is a completely different creature, Mac. Evil
is bad that believes it’s good.” MacKayla Lane was just a child when she and her
sister, Alina, were given up for adoption and banished from Ireland forever. Twenty
years later, Alina is dead and Mac has returned to the country that expelled them
to hunt her sister’s murderer. But after discovering that she descends from a
bloodline both gifted and cursed, Mac is plunged into a secret history: an ancient
conflict between humans and immortals who have lived concealed among us for
thousands of years. What follows is a shocking chain of events with devastating
consequences, and now Mac struggles to cope with grief while continuing her
mission to acquire and control the Sinsar Dubh—a book of dark, forbidden magic
scribed by the mythical Unseelie King, containing the power to create and destroy
worlds. In an epic battle between humans and Fae, the hunter becomes the hunted
when the Sinsar Dubh turns on Mac and begins mowing a deadly path through
those she loves. Who can she turn to? Who can she trust? Who is the woman
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haunting her dreams? More important, who is Mac herself and what is the destiny
she glimpses in the black and crimson designs of an ancient tarot card? From the
luxury of the Lord Master’s penthouse to the sordid depths of an Unseelie
nightclub, from the erotic bed of her lover to the terrifying bed of the Unseelie
King, Mac’s journey will force her to face the truth of her exile, and to make a
choice that will either save the world . . . or destroy it. BONUS: This edition
contains a deleted scene from Shadowfever and an excerpt from Karen Marie
Moning's Iced. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels:
DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER | SHADOWFEVER | ICED |
BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG

Shadowfever
One tired sheep wants nothing more than a good night's sleep. All is peaceful
until—QUACK! Is that a duck at the barn door? And now a goat? A pig? A cow? A
horse? Each new unexpected guest is bigger and louder than the last! How will the
sheep ever get this barnyard crowd to quiet down before—COCK-A-DOODLE-DOO!

Daring to Rest
Seventeen-year-old Keri likes to plan for every possibility. She knows what to do if
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you break an arm, or get caught in an earthquake or fire. But she wasn't prepared
for her brother's suicide, and his death has left her shattered with grief. When her
childhood friend Janna tells her it was murder, not suicide, Keri wants to believe
her. After all, Janna's brother died under similar circumstances years ago, and
Janna insists a visiting tourist, Sione, who also lost a brother to apparent suicide
that year, has helped her find some answers. As the three dig deeper, disturbing
facts begin to pile up: one boy killed every year; all older brothers; all had spent
New Year's Eve in the idyllic town of Summerton. But when their search for the
serial killer takes an unexpected turn, suspicion is cast on those they trust the
most. As secrets shatter around them, can they save the next victim? Or will they
become victims themselves?

Wake Up Do, Lydia Lou!
This easy-to-use, research-based literacy center focuses on the five areas of
reading. The center contains differentiated activities to meet the needs of all
learners, recommended children's literature, and a letter to build a school-home
connection.

Five Wakes and a Wedding
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The shocking true crime story of an Alaskan college student’s murder and her
mother’s relentless crusade for the truth. When police told Karen Foster that her
eighteen-year-old daughter, Bonnie Craig, had died in a hiking accident, she knew
the pieces of the investigation just didn’t add up. Bonnie would have never ditched
her classes at the University of Alaska to go hiking. And she didn’t drive—so how
would she have reached McHugh Creek, miles outside of Anchorage, in the first
place? Armed with little more than her own conviction, Karen set out to find the
truth behind her daughter’s death. After a long series of false leads and dead ends,
it seemed the case would forever go unsolved. Then, after twelve years of public
campaigning, private despair, and increasingly tense dealings with the detectives
working the case, Karen received an e-mail that would change everything: the
system, at long last, had produced a match for the unknown DNA in the case—from
a man in a jail all the way across the country. Here is the chilling tale of a mother’s
unflagging fight to track down the monster who stole her daughter’s life—and the
battle to ensure that he, and others like him, would no longer be able to evade
justice. INCLUDES PHOTOS

I Can Share!
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
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Architects of Memory
Karen can’t wait for Christmas! She and Andrew are writing to Santa, baking
cookies, and decorating their tree. Karen is even learning about other holidays like
Hanukkah. She is all ready for the big day. But then Karen’s grandmother Nannie
gets sick. And now Karen doesn’t want Christmas to come at all unless she gets
her one wish!

The Christmas Spirits on Tradd Street
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY People ∙ O: The Oprah
Magazine ∙ Financial Times ∙ Kansas City Star ∙ BookPage ∙ Kirkus Reviews ∙
Publishers Weekly ∙ Booklist NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A stunner.”—Justin
Cronin “It’s never the disasters you see coming that finally come to pass—it’s the
ones you don’t expect at all,” says Julia, in this spellbinding novel of catastrophe
and survival by a superb new writer. Luminous, suspenseful, unforgettable, The
Age of Miracles tells the haunting and beautiful story of Julia and her family as they
struggle to live in a time of extraordinary change. On an ordinary Saturday in a
California suburb, Julia awakes to discover that something has happened to the
rotation of the earth. The days and nights are growing longer and longer; gravity is
affected; the birds, the tides, human behavior, and cosmic rhythms are thrown into
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disarray. In a world that seems filled with danger and loss, Julia also must face
surprising developments in herself, and in her personal world—divisions widening
between her parents, strange behavior by her friends, the pain and vulnerability of
first love, a growing sense of isolation, and a surprising, rebellious new strength.
With crystalline prose and the indelible magic of a born storyteller, Karen
Thompson Walker gives us a breathtaking portrait of people finding ways to go on
in an ever-evolving world. “Gripping drama . . . flawlessly written; it could be the
most assured debut by an American writer since Jennifer Egan’s Emerald
City.”—The Denver Post “Pure magnificence.”—Nathan Englander “Provides solace
with its wisdom, compassion, and elegance.”—Curtis Sittenfeld “Riveting,
heartbreaking, profoundly moving.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) Look for
special features inside. Join the Circle for author chats and more.

Karen's Witch (Baby-Sitters Little Sister #1)
This easy-to-use, research-based literacy center focuses on the five areas of
reading. The center contains differentiated activities to meet the needs of all
learners, recommended children's literature, and a letter to build a school-home
connection.

Good Housekeeping
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Orange World and Other Stories
This easy-to-use, research-based literacy center focuses on the five areas of
reading. The center contains differentiated activities to meet the needs of all
learners, recommended children's literature, and a letter to build a school-home
connection.

While We Run
This easy-to-use, research-based literacy center focuses on the five areas of
reading. The center contains differentiated activities to meet the needs of all
learners, recommended children's literature, and a letter to build a school-home
connection.

A Dictionary of the Sgau Karen Language
Book 1 of The Kindrily series. Leave it to Maryah Woodsen to break the one rule
that will screw up eternity: Never erase your memories. Before entering this life,
Maryah did the unthinkable—she erased. Now, at seventeen years old, she’s
clueless that her new adoptive family has known her for centuries, that they are
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perpetually reincarnated souls, and that they have supernatural abilities. Oh, and
she's supposed to love (not despise) Nathan, the green-eyed daredevil who saved
her life. Nathan is convinced his family’s plan to spark Maryah's memory is
hopeless, but his love for her is undying. After spending (and remembering) so
many lifetimes together, being around an empty version of his soulmate is heart
shattering. He hates acting like a stalker, but has no choice because the evil
outcast who murdered Maryah in their last lifetime is still after her. While Maryah’s
hunter inches closer, she and Nathan make assumptions and hide secrets that rip
them further apart. Maryah has to believe in the magic within her, Nathan must
have faith in the power of their love, and both need to grasp onto the truth before
they lose each other forever—and discover just how lonely eternity can be.
Keywords: young adult, YA, teen, romance, YA romance, paranormal, fantasy,
supernatural, series, saga, reincarnation, soul mates, love story, metaphysical,
magic, superpowers, Kindrily, free, freebie

Baby's Day
The Christmas spirit is overtaking Tradd Street with a vengeance in this festive
new novel in the New York Times bestselling series by Karen White. Melanie
Trenholm should be anticipating Christmas with nothing but joy--after all, it's the
first Christmas she and her husband, Jack, will celebrate with their twin babies. But
the ongoing excavation of the centuries-old cistern in the garden of her historic
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Tradd Street home has been a huge millstone, both financially and aesthetically.
Local students are thrilled by the possibility of unearthing more Colonial-era
artifacts at the cistern, but Melanie is concerned by the ghosts connected to the
cistern that have suddenly invaded her life and her house--and at least one of
them is definitely not filled with holiday cheer. And these relics aren't the only
precious artifacts for which people are searching. A past adversary is convinced
that there is a long-lost Revolutionary War treasure buried somewhere on the
property that Melanie inherited--untold riches rumored to be brought over from
France by the Marquis de Lafayette himself and intended to help the Colonial war
effort. It's a treasure literally fit for a king, and there have been whispers
throughout history that many have already killed--and died--for it. And now
someone will stop at nothing to possess it--even if it means destroying everything
Melanie holds dear.
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